' BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT SCHEME
devised by Mr J .M . McPartland,
Principal,Bellevue Primary School, 1985

To define a process of behaviour control .
0

To promote individual behaviour self-control in each pupil .
To treat behaviour in a consistent manner throughout the school .

+~

To acknowledge acceptable standards of excellence and discourage
disruptive, anti-social behaviour .

DEFINITION
As the class daily record chart and pupil individual record indicate,
the scheme incorporates a process from acknowledgement of good
qualities, through need to excercise self-control to teacher assistance and finally to Principal and family intervention .
.The process is intended to give the pupil every chance to be the
master. of controlling his/her own behaviour before 'outside agencies' ac
- firstly in a counselling role and finally if necessary in a
disciplinary capacity .
The top three categories of the scheme mean no intervention by staff
other than to record that 'unacceptable behaviour' (behaviour
detrimental to group harmony) has occurred .
'Think time' is a mandatory time for the pupil to reflect on his/her
behaviour pattern - in effect, on why he/she needs 'think time' .
Pupils take 'think time' :standing in hall outside Principal's office .
No reprimand is given, nor disc?ission entered into .
The remaining categories from 'conference with teacher' to 'parent
school interview' are meant to be aspects of counselling, commitment
undertaking and where necessary, disciplining . The latter factor
being governed by the pupils own record ( as indicated by his/her
chart) .
The important over-riding factor of thi3 scheme is that every child
starts each day as a 'Too Person' . The previous days behaviour is
recorded but only taken into account in the counselling or disciplinary situations described above .
Built into the schem,,, is an 'acknowledgement of excellence' system
of Honour Certificates, badges and pennants .

Children whose behaviour is exemplary maintain an unmarked
co lumn .

(1)

(1 1) If a pupil disturbs the harmony of the group the teacher
indicates such with a mark thus,/ , in the space second
from the top, and thus- marks subsequert lower spaces
appropriate to the child who each time further breaches the
code of occial harmony .
(111) Serious; breaches may be indicated by more than one mark .
one mark is use4 per space, this would mean a more rapid
progress through the control proceso for that child .
(1V) A new class record is commenced each morning .
(V) Each. teacher uses their own individual colour and can mark
any class sheq t .
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BEHAVIOUR D 1'TRIiri~ET 'T'NL TO SOCIAL HARMONY
'OFF-TASK' nuisance noise, conversation or acts .
Unfriendly, inconsiderate talk or physical acts that
are harmful to any person .
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Pupil Record Sheet
At the beginning of each day, children copy onto their
individual record the record of their previous days behaviour
as it appears on the clas- sheet before it is replaced with
the new sheet for the day .
Pupil Record .
Spaces in the 'Top Person' categ ories are
coloured green, the third and lower spaces are coloured red .
A pupil with an unmarked colomn on the class sheet colours
the top space . Where a child has a behaviour check, /1, the
top space is left blank .
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ChAdren who have four consecutive days as £1 'Top person' are
awn Med an Knour certificate .
(absences do not break the
sac ;e s ion only red spaces do!)
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;'h llrun who are due for their fifth badge are presented with 'a
, ., c ;uoi pennant in i to otead .

'J) The school manufacturer a new certificate each week - this is a
vulunbY intor ., :,t-maintaining mechanism , Badges and pennant .,3
(school screen printed)

are
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ilar?y varied .

Example of the Honour Certificates
produced as part of the scheme .

